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Summary
It appears that Mary had a child around June 1837. The child might not have survived as we have not found a
record of a birth and he or she is not mentioned when Mary migrated with her parents and siblings, just a couple
of months after the child would have been born.
Mary claimed that she became pregnant with Ewen Cameron when they were both working at the Ardgour Inn
at Corran. She lodged this claim at the Kalmallie Kirk Sessions which was held in Corpach - near to Duisky where
Mary was probably living. Ewen was living in Ballachulish so the matter was referred to another parish, but the
outcome is not known.
Little is known of Ewen’s life.
Coincidentally, Mary’s brother, Allan, had to appear as the subject in a paternity case in the same Kilmallie Kirk
Sessions – just six weeks before Mary lodged her complaint about Ewen. In Allan’s case, the complaint was
lodged by Catharine McLean.

Source
The only source of the paterity issue is in the minutes of Kilmallie Kirk Session on 24 April 1837 (appendix A).
Mary acclaimed under oath that:• Mary Maclean was the daughter of Donald McLean Blaich.
• She was in the last nine weeks of pregnancy.
• Ewen Cameron is the father.
• Fornicaton was when they were in service at the Ardgour Inn in Corran.
• Ewen resided at the slate quarries at South Balechulish (sic), in the Parish of Darn (sic).
• Ewen’s father was John Cameron residing at Carnach, in the Parish of Strontion (sic).
• Mary had no carnal connexion with any other person.
• Mary could not write.
• The Kirk Session referred the matter to the Moderator of the Kirk Session of the Parish of Darn.

Mary McLean
•

•
•

•
•
•

Baptised: 5th April 1818 in Duisky, parents Donald MacLean & Catharine MacPhee. This was a clerical
error as her mother was Christina (not Catharine). Her OPR has been attached to her profile on the
McLean website.
Paternity case: 24th April 1837 in Corpach Church, Kilmallie Parish (appendix A)
Timing: If Mary was in the last nine weeks of pregnancy on 24 th April 1837, this implies that sexual
intercourse was about September 1836, when Mary was 18 years old, and the birth was due on 26th
June 1837. This is less than two months before she migrated.
Migration: August 1837 to South Australia: With her parents and siblings, but no record of Mary’s child
accompanying her.
Marriage: Mary married Adam Abercrombie in 1840 in Adelaide. She later married Duncan McRae
1852 in Adelaide.
Children: In total, Mary had 11 children, 6 of whom died early.
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Ewen Cameron
•

•

•

Criteria for his birth. Ideally, we were looking for: Name: Ewen Cameron
 Father: John Cameron
 Place: Carnach in the Parish of Strontian
 Year: Ewen would have been between 15 and 40 years old (but more likely between 17 and
30) at the time of the sexual intercourse in September 1836 when they were working at the
Ardgour Inn. Thus he was born between 1796 and 1821, with a focus on 1806 to 1819.
Possibilities: There were 25 OPRs in Scotland’s People for child Ewen Cameron, father John Cameron,
born between 1791 to 1821 in all Parishes across Scotland (appendix C). They were all in the Church of
Scotland and none in other churches. We viewed the full copies of the original entries of the five with
highest likelihood: Ewen Cameron, baptised 26th Jan 1808 in Anaheilt - “Strontian - 1808, Jan 26 - Ewen son of
John Cameron and Jean Cameron Anaheilt” (appendix D). This would make Ewen 28 years
old at the time of intercourse. Anaheilt is just about 3 kilometres north west from Carnach.
 Ewen Cameron, baptised 12th Nov 1809 in Ranachan - “1809, Nov 12 – Ewen son of John
Cameron shepd Ranachan” (appendix E). This would make him 26 yrs old at the time of
intercourse. Ranachan is about 8 kms east from Carnach.
 Ewen Cameron, born 23rd Feb 1817 in Gortenfern - “23rd Feby 1817 Ewen son of John Cameron,
cottar Gortenferna & Peggy Stewart his wife” (appendix F). This would make him 19 yrs old at the
time of intercourse. Gortenfern (near Singing Sands) is about 29 kms walk east from
Carnach.
 Ewen Cameron, born 8th Nov 1818 in Glenborradale - “8th Nov 1818 Ewen son of John
Cameron crofter Glenboradale & Ann McMaster” (appendix G). This would make him 17 yrs
old at the time of intercourse. Glenborradale is about 27 kms walk east from Carnach.
 Ewen Cameron, bapt 17th Sept 1820 in Achnalea - “17th Sept 1820 – Ewen son of John Cameron
shepd Achnellan & of Anne Cameron his wife” (appendix H). There is a location Achnanellan
which is only 7 kms directly northwest of Strontian but the mountains are so rugged that it
would have been a 30 km walk. The place of birth was more likely to be Achnalea which is just
4 kms east of Strontian – or even closer to Carnach which is right next to each other on the
1750 map (appendix B). This OPR makes Ewen born 1 km from Carnach and turning 16 yrs old
when he met Mary.

Conclusions:
 We have not found any OPRs which fully match our criteria.
 Of the five we viewed: Two have Ewen as the same age as Mary (17 & 19 years old), but born some distance
(29 kms & 27 kms) from where his father was later living.
 Two have Ewen born close to where his father was living (3 kms & 8 kms) but much
older (26 & 28 yrs) than Mary.
 The last one of these five nearly matches our criteria. The OPR for the birth in 1820 in
Achnalea has Ewen born close to where his father was living and turning 16 years old
when he meets Mary. Is 16 years old too young for him to be with an 18 year old? It
is easier to imagine if it was the other way around - a 16 year old girl, with a boy 29
months older than her – what then? Also is it likely that she would be pursuing money
from someone who mightn’t have financial means?
 We are left considering whether Ewen was about the same age as Mary, or whether
his father moved after Ewen was born. Did John move from Gortenfern or
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Glenborradale to Carnach? It is not unreasonable to accept that people moved around
in that area in those times when we note that Mary went 25 kms from her family in
Duisky to work at Ardgour Inn in Corran. And similarly, Ewen went 13 kms from
Ballachulish to Ardgour Inn - or he might have been previously living in Carnach before
working at Corran, and then moved to South Bullachulish after that.
 Others: We have not paid ($3 each) to view the full copies of the original OPRs for the
other 20 because they are all much older than Mary and/or in other parishes. None
were in the parishes of Duror, Lismore or Appin. But can we exclude the possibility
that either the birth was not registered, or if it was registered, that it has since been
lost?
If we narrow our considerations to just these five, we still cannot pick which of these would be
the right one. We are left not knowing when and where Ewen was born, nor who his mother
was. Thus, although we have created a profile for Ewen on the website, we have not entered
any details for his birth.
Why bother?? All this has little relevance to the family history of our McLeans if Mary’s baby
did not survive to have any descendants.

Baby
Mary’s baby would have been born towards the end of June 1837. The possibilities are:• Still birth: The baby might not have survived the birth. There are no indications that Mary had a baby
with her when she migrated less than two months later, nor any mentions in subsequent records of the
family.
• Not registered: The birth might have been OK but not registered (or baptised). Could the child have
been placed in the care of someone else, who remained in Scotland?
• Registered but lost: The birth might have been OK, and was registered but then the record has been
lost. Again, who cared for the child?
• Registration error: There were no births anywhere in Scotland around June 1837, with Mary McLean as
the mother. However there is one with Ewen Cameron as the father. For some reason this was
registered twice on the same old parish register.
 Cathrine Cameron, born 10th June 1837 in Glen Scadle Inverscadle - “Cathrine Cameron,
daughter of Ewen Cameron and Mary McBean Glen Scadle, Inverscadle born 10 th June 1837”
(appendix K).
 Catherine Cameron, baptised 10th June 1837 in Glen Scadle - “Cath. daughter of Ewen
Cameron & Mary McVean – Glenscadle – June 1837” (appendix J).
 Differences: The two entries are clearly for the same child but there are slight differences in
the details: Entries: The two entries are on pages 18 and 30 of the same register. The gap of 12
pages indicates that they were created at different times. And the layout and
handwriting indicates that it was written by different clerks or priests. The first page
was headed ‘Baptisms’ and the second was headed ‘Date when born’, so maybe this
is why they were listed twice. Mary’s surname is different but otherwise the two lists
are identical (except an entry for Catherine daughter of Donald McPherson where her
birth is 10th May and baptism is 3rd May – clearly a clerical error.
 Mother: The mother’s surname was recorded as McVean and McBean. As one of
these is a clerical error, would it be too much to consider that there was another
error, and that in fact the surname was really McLean? The clerk did not consider
that McVean or McBean were interchangable as different forms of McLean – we
know this because the name McLean occurs several times on the same page.
 Date: The birth was on 10th June 1837 – a few weeks earlier than expected but this is
no surprise.
 Place: Both entries have Glen Scadle and one links this with Inverscadle - see places
below. Why would Mary have her baby here rather than with the family support in
Duisky? Maybe because the family might have already left the area and were in
Glasgow to make the final arrangements for their imminent migration.
 Name: One of the entries clearly has Cathrine (sic) and the other has Cath which was
extended to Catherine by the transcriber with Scotland’s People.
 Illegitimate: This OPR does not used terms such as ‘natural’, or ‘in fornication’ which
is noted in other OPRS. For example, the wording for Sarah, the out-of-wedlock child
of Mary’s brother, Allan, was ‘an illegitimate daughter’.
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 Baptism: One entry has it as a birth and the other as a baptism. Maybe the baby was
baptised on the day she was born. Sometimes this is arranged when the baby was
not going to survive.
Conclusion: We cannot be confident that this is the right birth record. We reject the notion
that the clerk erred in not recording the surname as McLean. Admittedly, clerks do make
errors - the clerk got mixed up between McVean and McBean (and even Mary’s own OPR has
her mother as Catherine instead of Christina). But it is too much to take it that the clerk made
two errors). Thus, a profile on the website has not been created for this child.

Outcome of complaint
•

•

•

Why did Mary make this claim? Maybe she was seeking some financial recompense from Ewen. Or
was there some ill-feeling between them?
The Kirk Sessions in Kilmallie could not finalise this matter because Ewen was living in another parish.
He was in South Ballachulish, and the Kilmallie minutes state that the matter was referred to the parish
of Dann or Darn. We could not find any parishes of this name but the parish was probably Duror, which
is close to Ballachulish. Duror is a sub-parish of Lismore & Appin.
We have not been able to find the relevant minutes. The minutes of the Parish of Duror in Scotland’s
People virtual volumes CH2/895/3 do not include 1837, nor does CH2/814/3 for Lismore and Appin.

Places - appendix B
Ewen’s father’s residence – Carnach:• Mary claimed that Ewen was the “son of John Cameron, residing at Carnach, Parish of Strontion”.
• This might have also been Ewen’s birthplace.
• Correct: A 1750 map shows Carnach near Strontian (sic) (appendix A). And Balcholish (sic) is across the
other side of the loch. Carnach appears to be a few kms southwest of the town of Strontian. This map
is the only source which shows Carnach – it is not on Google etc.
• Wrong: There is a village named Carnach towards Inverness – clearly this is not we are looking for.
• Wrong: There is another place called Carnoch (sic) mentioned in the minutes of the Duror Kirk Session
- however this is not in the parish of Strontian.
Ewen’s residence – Ballachulish:• Mary claimed that Ewen was “residing at the South Balechulish slate quarries, in the Parish of Darn”
• There were slate quarries in South Ballachulish (this spelling) on the southern side of Loch Leven and
eastern side of the River Laroch, associated with the parishes of Lismore and Appin.
• We have not been able identify a Parish of Darn but this is probably the parish of Duror which is a 9 km
walk from the Ballachulish. It was a 35 km walk east from Strontian.
• Why was Ewen living at the slate quarries? Maybe he worked there at some stage. Or were there some
family connections there? Support from relatives would be more important to a lad in his late teens
rather than a man iin his late 20s.
Ardgour Inn - Corran:
• This is where Ewen and Mary met – they were probably both working there.
• It is on the west side of Loch Linnhe at the Corran Narrows: 25 km walk south of Blaich.
 13 kms northwest of the Balluchulish.
 23 kms east of Strontian & Carnach
 It was not Ardgour House, just a few
kilometres away - where Alexander, 13th Laird
was living (see p22 of F30 in Small Print)
Baby’s birthplace – Glen Scadle
• The OPRs have Mary’s baby born in Glen Scadle, linked with Inverscadle. The River Scaddle is in the
Ardgour hills and empties out at Inverscadle Bay, next to Conaglen House. Invercadale (sic) is a farm
about 7 kms from the Ardgour Inn north along Loch Linnhe. The river winds behind Ardgour Inn, but
would hard to get to because the terrain is so rugged, with no roads. Google maps has a location Glen
Scadle but it appears to just be a geographical feature rather than a place where people were living. So
there must have been another place known as Glen Scadle where there were quite a few people living
– as indicated by the fact that on the same page of the OPR, there were three babies (including Mary’s
baby) born in Glen Scadle in the 18 months, as well as several others in Inverscadle.
..ooOOoo..
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Appendices
A.

Minutes of Kilmallie Kirk Session - 24 April 1837
Source: Scotland’s People, Virtual Volumes, CH2/719/00001-00029, p16 & 00031, p17
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B.

Maps of Blaich, Strontian, Anaheilt, Carnach, Glen Scadle, Ardgour Inn, Duror & Balluchulish
Source: Google maps and a 1750 map (source unknown)
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C.

Possible births of Ewen Cameron between 1791 to 1821, father John Cameron
Source: Scotland’s People, OPRs
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D.

Ewen Cameron, baptised 26th Jan 1808 in Anaheilt
“Strontian - 1808, Jan 26 - Ewen son of John Cameron and Jean Cameron Anaheilt”
Source: Scotlands People, NRS, OPR births 505/ 10 57 Ardnamurchan &Strontian or Sunar
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E.

Ewen Cameron, bapt 12th Nov 1809 in Ranachan
“1809, Nov 12 – Ewen son of John Cameron shepd Ranachan”
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Source: Scotland’s People, NRS, OPR births 505/ 10 60 Ardnamurchan and Strontian or Sunar

F.

Ewen Cameron, born 23rd Feb 1817 in Gortenfern

G.

Ewen Cameron, born 8th Nov 1818 in Glenborradale
“8th Nov 1818 Ewen son of John Cameron crofter Glenboradale & Ann McMaster”
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“23rd Feby 1817 Ewen son of John Cameron, cottar Gortenferna & Peggy Stewart his wife”
Source: Scotland Land, NRS, OPR births, 505/ 10 34, Ardnamurchan and Strontian or Sunar
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Source: Scotland’s People, NRS, OPR births 505/ 10 36, Ardnamurchan and Strontian or Sunar

H

Ewen Cameron, bapt 17th Sept 1820 in Achnellea
“17th Sept 1820 – Ewen son of John Cameron shepd Achnellan & of Anne Cameron his
wife”
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Source: Scotland’s People, NRS, OPR birth 505/ 30 3, Ardnamuchan & Strontian or Sunar

J.

Catherine Cameron, bapt 10th June 1837 in Glen Scadle
“Cath. daughter of Ewen Cameron & Mary McVean – Glenscadle – June 1837”
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Source: Scotland’s People, NRS, OPR births 506/ 10 30, Ballachulish & Corran of Ardgour

K.

Cathrine Cameron, born 10th June 1837 in Glen Scadle Inverscadle
“Cathrine Cameron, daughter of Ewen Cameron and Mary McBean Glen Scadle,
Inverscadle born 10th June 1837”
Source: Scotland’s People, NRS, OPR 506/ 10 18, Ballachulisj & Corran of Ardgour
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Appendix A
Minutes of Kilmallie Kirk Session - 24 April 1837
Source: Scotland’s People, Virtual Volumes, CH2/719/00001-00029 (p16) & 00031 (p17):
Inter alia, compeared Mary Maclean, daughter of Donald McLean Blaich, and being solemnly exhorted to tell
the truth, and being interrogated, acclaim as follows, viz that she is in a state of pregnancy, and that Ewen
Cameron, son of John Cameron, residing at Carnach//, Parish of Strontion, but he himself residing at the South
Balechulish slate quarries, in the Parish of Darn, is the father of her pregnancy. That the said?? fornication was
committed by them while in service at Corran, Ardgour Inn. That she expects to be delivered about nine weeks
from this date, and that she had no carnal connexion with any other person - all which she declares the truth.
Declares she cannot write
Mary x (her mark) McLean
The session having considered the above declaration of Mary MacLean, enjoin their clerk to transmit an extract
thereof to the Moderator of the Kirk session of the Parish of Darn.
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Appendix B

Strontian

Anaheilt

Carnach Glen Scadle
& Achnalea

Ardgour Inn

Duror

Balluchulish
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Appendix C
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Appendix D
Ewen Cameron, baptised 26th Jan 1808 in Anaheilt
“Strontian - 1808, Jan 26 - Ewen son of John Cameron and Jean Cameron Anaheilt”
Source: Scotlands People, NRS, OPR births 505/ 10 57 Ardnamurchan and Strontian or Sunar
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Appendix E
Ewen Cameron, bapt 12th Nov 1809 in Ranachan
“1809, Nov 12 – Ewen son of John Cameron shepd Ranachan”
Source: Scotland’s People, NRS, OPR births 505/ 10 60 Ardnamurchan and Strontian or Sunar
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Appendix F
Ewen Cameron, born 23rd Feb 1817 in Gortenfern
“23rd Feby 1817 Ewen son of John Cameron, cottar Gortenferna & Peggy Stewart his wife”
Source: Scotland Land, NRS, OPR births, 505/ 10 34, Ardnamurchan and Strontian or Sunar
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Appendix G
Ewen Cameron, born 8th Nov 1818 in Glenborradale
“8th Nov 1818 Ewen son of John Cameron crofter Glenboradale & Ann McMaster”
Source: Scotland’s People, NRS, OPR births 505/ 10 36, Ardnamurchan and Strontian or Sunar
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Appendix H
Ewen Cameron, bapt 17th Sept 1820 in Achnalea
“17th Sept 1820 – Ewen son of John Cameron shepd Achnellan & of Anne Cameron his wife”
Source: Scotland’s People, NRS, OPR birth 505/ 30 3, Ardnamuchan & Strontian or Sunar
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Appendix J
Catherine Cameron, bapt 10th June 1837 in Glen Scadle
“Cath. daughter of Ewen Cameron & Mary McVean – Glenscadle – June 1837”
Source: Scotland’s People, NRS, OPR births 506/ 10 30, Ballachulish & Corran of Ardgour
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Appendix K
Cathrine Cameron, born 10th June 1837
in Glen Scadle Inverscadle
“Cathrine Cameron, daughter of Ewen Cameron and Mary McBean Glen Scadle, Inverscadle born 10th June 1837”
Source: Scotland’s People, NRS, OPR 506/ 10 18, Ballachulisj & Corran of Ardgour
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